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Focusing On The Positives
by: Todd Breland

We see more than 2,000 messages every
day. How many are beneficial and productive? The buffet of information is either
overwhelming and distracting or delivers
education, motivation and purpose to our
professional and personal lives. The deciphering of content to absorb the helpful data and
ignore the meaningless information is a daily
battle.
Why is this important? What we hear, see
and dwell upon we become. Professional

development is a lifelong journey. There is no
magic wand that will take us from rookie-level skills to CEO of the year. To everything
admirable, the process takes time.
Along the way, top-notch training is involved. Mentoring has to happen. Continued
education plays a major part. A true leader
always wants to do better, never satisfied.
Improvement, no matter how high on the
achievement ladder we’ve climbed, is a work
in progress. We must get to the next step. Our

T H I N K

families depend on it. Our teams depend on it.
The question is are we disciplined and
dedicated to surround ourselves with what
will add value to our professional development, or will we allow negative messages to
hold us back from our maximum potential.
Let’s swim in the positive pool and avoid the
contaminated lake that poisons our companies, organizations and more importantly,
ourselves.
We are one. We are the Rio Grande Valley.

P O S I T I V E
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County Beach Parks See Visitor Surge
By Ricardo D. Cavazos, Content Editor

The view from Isla Blanca Park across a
ship channel presents a long lens picture similar to that of Cape Canaveral in Florida.
In South Texas, it’s SpaceX off in the
distance at Boca Chica Beach. It’s still close
enough that with a smartphone camera you
can zoom in and get a clear view of a silver
rocket being built for liftoff in the months
ahead.
“I tell people that you get a front row seat
at Isla Blanca,” said Joe Vega, the director of
Cameron County’s coastal beach parks.
The SpaceX view across the Port of
Brownsville ship channel isn’t the only thing
attracting visitors to the county’s network

of beach parks. The immediate access to
beach life fronting the Gulf of Mexico has
always attracted big numbers of visitors.
This has been especially true in 2021 as tens
of thousands of beach enthusiasts – with the
majority being Rio Grande Valley residents
– have streamed to the beach parks after a
2020 where public health concerns kept them
constrained.
Vega said there has been a surge of visitors
this year over last as the beaches of South
Padre Island have enticed visitors looking to
return to normal lives and the relaxation of
sun and surf.
“I feel like it was a good summer,” Vega

said. “People were anxious to get out and
about. A lot of people that would normally go
off to places like Fiesta Texas stayed closer
to home because we have a safe environment
here that’s outdoors and where you can (social) distance.”
Improving Isla Blanca
The crown jewel of the county’s coastal
parks is Isla Blanca.
Area voters in recent years via ballot initiatives approved public financing to improve
Isla Blanca. It shows in the facilities. Isla
Blanca has an amphitheater, large picnic
pavilions, a boat ramp and jetties that have

Boardwalks are among the features that
make stays at Isla Blanca enjoyable.
(VBR)
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long been a fishing hotspot. There’s also a
600-space RV park and cabanas that offer
temporary housing for longer beach stays.
“It has a lot to offer,” Vega said of Isla
Blanca, which is located on the southern end
of SPI.
On the opposite of the Island is another
mainstay. Andy Bowie Park features a large
pavilion, RV sites and the sort of beach
access that has long attracted visitors to the
north end. Andy Bowie also has about a mile
of open beach access to the Gulf, Vega said.
Then there’s what the park system refers
to as beach access areas that go in numerical
order of 3, 4, 5 and 6, and are mostly on the
north end of SPI. These areas have fewer
amenities and are popular for vehicular
access to beaches along with good spots to
camp out on the surf.

Tasty desserts out for sampling by Queen’s
Kitchen at the Mercedes bridal show. (VBR)

County lifeguards use a flag system to inform
and educate beach-goers about conditions
of Gulf waters to keep them out of danger.
(VBR)

Beaches at Isla Blanca Park received
90,000 cubic yards of sand to widen
beaches and provide additional protection from storms. (VBR)
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South on Airport

1401 E. 8TH STREET WESLACO

Manning all the county parks and access
areas are 34 lifeguards that are led by Chief
Arturo Hurtado. It’s a formidable task taken
on by Hurtado and his young lifeguards who
are mostly high school and college students
who either have been or are on school swim
teams. The lifeguards fan out across the network of county beach parks, working to keep
thousands of visitors out of harm’s way.
“They do a remarkable job,” Vega said of
the lifeguards. “They do a lot of educational
work in keeping visitors in safe areas.”

Jose’s Cafecito Courtyard in Mercedes
is looking forward to hosting a number
of celebrations and events in the coming
months. (courtesy)

Sand Nourishment
An added highlight in 2021 was the beach
sand nourishment the county parks system
was able to do at Isla Blanca. Working with
the city of South Padre Island, along with
state and federal agencies, the county laid
down 90,000 cubic yards of sand at Isla
Blanca.
The beach area at the park was thus widened by 200 feet. It was the first such project
at a county park since 2012, Vega said.
“Now we have a wider beach,” he said. “It
also protects your infrastructure and builds up
from storms.”

Open Thursday - Sunday
11am to 3pm
(or until sold out)

Isla Blanca has seen a number of
facility improvements in recent years
thanks of voter approval in local ballot
measures. (VBR)
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Connecting Community To Nature
By Ricardo D. Cavazos, Content Editor

Marisa Oliva recalls walking a group of local high school students through the Edinburg
World Birding Center when they came across
a visiting birder.
He told the students about the wide array of
migratory and native birds they have to enjoy
in their native Rio Grande Valley.
The group moved on, leaving the birder
to his pastime. Oliva said a girl in the group
then remarked, “How does a guy from somewhere else know so much about what we
have here and we don’t know anything?”
That story in a nutshell describes what
Oliva has worked for 17 years to change as
manager of the Edinburg Scenic Wetlands &
World Birding Center. It’s a beautiful spot.
The 40-acre green space just off Raul Longoria Road is immediately adjacent to the city’s
sprawling municipal park. The Edinburg
center is one of nine birding centers across
the Valley.
From the bluffs of Roma to Hugh Ramsey
Park in Harlingen to Resaca de la Palma in
Brownsville, the birding centers have given
the region a new perspective of native habitat
and wildlife it formerly paid scant attention to
while visiting birders raved about it.
The first birding center, in Weslaco, opened
nearly 20 years ago. Edinburg’s center got
started in 2003. The initial goal of the birding
centers then was eco-tourism. The birding
centers have indeed drawn birders from all
over the United States. The real passion,
however, at some of the centers, like the one
in Edinburg, is educating their communities
about the fascinating wildlife and habitat
found in the Valley.
“It’s a big part of who we are,” Oliva said
of local outreach efforts. “We have seen
understanding of our local habitat grow. We
have grown naturalists.”
Having An Influence
Oliva is a San Antonio native but with
Valley ties.
Her grandparents lived in McAllen, so
coming to the Valley in 2003 after her college
years at Texas A&M and Penn State, it was
like arriving at a second home. She did so
after hiking in Colorado and seeing people of
color birding and enjoying nature.
“It had a big impact on me,” Oliva said. “I
saw people that look like me having a oneon-one experience with nature.”
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She wanted to have that kind of influence
on Valley youth. Hundreds of Edinburg students stream through the local birding center
as Oliva and her staff coordinate educational
programs with the local school district. There
are also family and adult programs to go with
summer camps to inform and educate about
Valley habitat and wildlife.
A spacious visitors center in the midst of
the Edinburg woods is well stocked with

informational visuals and pamphlets. A huge
blue heron overlooks it all. It’s a massive
replica of the sort of birds found at the city
reservoir that edges up to the birding center
and the municipal park. Oliva said the Edinburg center is often the first stop of arriving
birders as they make the rounds of nature
stops around the Valley.
“We know birders in-and-of themselves are
not the only thing that brings people here,”

Marisa Oliva has made it a mission to connect
local residents to RGV wildlife and habitat.
(VBR)

she said. “We love our birders and our Winter
Texans. But what about our locals?
Community Connections
It’s an important question to answer given
the connection the birding center has to Edinburg’s municipal government.
The center is part of the Edinburg Parks &
Recreation Department. Oliva and her staff
have strived to meet their mission to emphasize local in addition to hosting the visiting
birders. She brightens up when discussing the
impressions her birding and wetlands center
makes on the many students who get a firsthand look at the Valley’s natural setting.
Oliva recalled one student who got a closeup view of bees pollinating flowers during a
tour. Oliva said the young girl was delighted
with what she saw.
“This is better than the Discovery Channel!” Oliva said the girl exclaimed.
The birding center manager smiled at the
memory of the girls and the bees. She is no
doubt looking forward to many more such
experiences of students getting that one-onone experience with nature, not in Colorado,
but in the Rio Grande Valley.

There are many scenic views and walking trails at the Edinburg birding center.
(VBR)

Walking trails offer visitors plenty of
opportunities to view Rio Grande Valley
habitat. (VBR)

Big blue heron is a centerpiece in visitors
center at Edinburg birding center. (VBR)

1601 W Trenton Rd, Ste C, Edinburg, TX 78539
956.348.2499
Tuesday – Saturday 11am – 10pm
Sunday 11am – 3pm • Monday closed
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San Benito Development A ‘Game Changer’
By Ricardo D. Cavazos, Content Editor

The city of San Benito is using specially
crafted legislation that allows for the use of
hotel/motel tax funds to develop a nearly 40acre project of retail, restaurants and medical
facilities near the corner of Paso Real Highway
and Expressway 77.
City officials and Western Spherical Developers broke ground on Oct. 23 for what they’re
calling the Rio Grande Valley Epicenter. It
would arguably be San Benito’s most significant business development in city history – if it
proves to be successful. It is coming into being
with considerable financial assistance from the
city to the developers. The city will use municipal hotel occupancy funds as incentives to help
pay down development costs for projects like
the proposed Epicenter.
Other area cities, such as Harlingen, have used
creative means to help subsidize private sector

development costs. The rationale is public
investments will lead to new jobs and growth
that may otherwise not happen. In San Benito’s
case, it worked for several months with area
state legislators to devise a bill grooved for San
Benito’s use that would permit the city to use
its hotel/motel tax revenues for development
purposes.
The bill was threaded through the legislature,
gaining assurances from Gov. Greg Abbott
that he would not block the bill despite his
reservations about such tailored tax bills. The
legislation then became law without Abbott’s
signature, going into effect on Sept. 1.
Dirt has yet to fly on San Benito’s Epicenter,
but city leaders are already hailing the development’s significance.
“This project is a game changer for our economy,” Mayor Ben Gomez said.

Big Promises
The takeaway is that San Benito hopes the
project will bring a hotel, convention center,
restaurants and new retailing to the city.
To this point, San Benito has largely been left
out of the sort of rapid development seen in
neighboring cities. The recent opening of Resaca Village on Business 77 has brought a spark
of what’s possible. It was built on the banks of
the large resaca that winds through San Benito.
Just across the street is the popular Heavin Park
and its water-lined hike-and-bike trails.
New restaurants and a bank have so far
opened or promise to do so with coming soon
signage. It gives the city hope that more could
be on the way to Resaca Village. The Epicenter
would far exceed the resaca project if it comes
to fruition. Its developer promises that it will.
“The construction, development and operation

San Benito hopes the busy
intersection of Expressway
77 and Paso Real will attract
Rio Grande Valley Epicenter
tenants. (VBR)
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of RGV Epicenter will create approximately
319 full-time construction jobs, and 758 direct
and indirect full-time jobs during the construction phase,” said David Mills, the manager
of Western Spherical, which is based in the
Houston area.
Mills promised that once a hotel and convention center are in place, San Benito will see
the creation of an additional 1,013 direct and
indirect jobs. For that to happen, the developer and the city will have to convince enough
retailers, restaurants and health care facilities
that San Benito with its high traffic count on
the Expressway and Paso Real can be another
Valley hot spot like Spur 54 in Harlingen or in

City leaders see the development
of Resaca Village as an indication
that San Benito can attract new
retailing and restaurants. (VBR)

the Gloor Road area of north Brownsville.
Commitments Coming In
Commitments thus far for the Epicenter come
from a still unnamed wellness center, Waypoint
2 Space, Space 2 Fly and Crystal Lagoon, Mills
said.
Both Waypoint and Space 2 offer educational
experiences tied to commercial aerospace and
flight simulation. Waypoint is dedicated to training personnel for commercial space initiatives.
Space 2 is a venue that offers simulations on
what it’s like to fly in a weightless environment.
Crystal Lagoon uses technology to simulate
beach-like lagoons. It’s a multi-acre site that

will be family friendly, offering a clean option
for water activities as well as dining and special
events.
A convention center with at least one adjoining hotel would compete for business with a
similar Harlingen setup just off Spur 54. City
officials are undeterred, however, in seeing
the possibilities that Epicenter could bring San
Benito.
“The agreement (with Western Spherical)
… will facilitate financial mechanisms to
bring about a variety of retail, sporting, dining,
lodging, entertainment and educational facilities
to San Benito,” said City Commissioners Rene
Villafranco.

The recent Resaca Village development
and successes give San Benito hope that
more retailing and restaurants will open in
the city. (VBR)
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RGV Restaurants Draw Upon Strengths

By Ricardo D. Cavazos, Content Editor

George Perez owns an iconic Brownsville
restaurant whose name is ingrained into the
city it has served for nearly 90 years.
Mario Dominguez Jr. makes barbecue so
renowned that it made Texas Monthly’s Top
50 for being among the best in the Lone Star
State.
And yet, in both cases, neither restaurant
owner assumed their Rio Grande Valley businesses would survive the seismic disruptions
of 2020. Adjustments had to be made quickly
before the next wave of trouble hit. Heading
soon into a new year, two of the Valley’s
foremost restaurant owners looked back at
a year on the rebound while busily planning
ahead to stay ahead.
“In this business, everyday is different, everyday is a challenge,” said Perez, who owns
the Vermillion Restaurant & Watering Hole
on Paredes Line Road in Brownsville with
his wife, Iselle. “Having said that, I’ve never
seen a year as difficult as 2020 and now we
have new issues to deal with.”
Dominguez, like Perez, is still working to
get back all the business he had before 2020.
“Sales aren’t what they were,” he said at

The Smoking Oak in Mercedes. “People are
still coming back for the first time.”
Facing New & Familiar Challenges
Fewer industries have had it any tougher
than the restaurant business over the last two
years.
Census Bureau statistics show U.S. restaurant industry revenues are making a rapid
return to pre-2020 levels, reaching $72 billion
this past August. Employment in the industry,
however, is still lagging. This employment
sector posted well over one million job openings in August.
Perez is back up to about 75 percent of the
staffing he had before 2020. It has been a
struggle just to get to that level. Job applicants now have higher pay expectations.
Perez has made that adjustment. When it’s
added to supply shortages, it spills over to
menu prices and what his customers pay.
He cited shortages with Styrofoam cups and
plates. It’s also taking longer to get shipments
of beef and fajitas.
“It evolves all the way down here,” Perez
said of the supply chain issues affecting all

George Perez has recently
made a number of successful
changes and adjustments at
the Vermillion Restaurant &
Watering Hole in Brownsville.
(VBR)
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strands of the U.S. economy. “Truck deliveries are getting here late.”
Dominguez worries about the rising cost of
meats and how it’s pushing plates of barbecue
up toward what steak dishes cost.
“You just keep adjusting to keep the business going,” he said after a recent lunch rush.
Adjusting & Find Strengths
Both Valley restaurants have done just that
– adjusted – and done it superbly at a quick
pace.
They had to hear the two owners tell it. The
Vermillion and Smoking Oak each opened
drive-through lanes and went to curbside
service. Dominguez’s restaurant added an expansive patio that he views as a key piece to
extending dining hours. Each was very much
a sit-down type of restaurant where family
members and friends could sit for extended
periods of time enjoying great food and a
cold beer or two.
They still do, but now more want to order
through an app, communicate through their
phones and have their food brought to their
vehicles. Customers are now more on the

Roxy Trevino and her mother, Roxanne Trevino, are
part of the family group which owns and operates
Nana’s Taqueria. (VBR)
George and Iselle Perez
discuss the day’s events
before opening for business
recently at the Vermillion.
(VBR)

move, especially the younger demographic.
Traditional restaurants like the ones Perez and
Dominguez own made changes to adjust to
the times coming out of a tumultuous 2020.
“It brought out our strengths,” said Perez of the Vermillion, where he started as a
dishwasher in his youth, working his way
up to general manager years later, and then
purchasing the restaurant six years ago. “It
has taken a lot of brainstorming to survive
this last year.”
In Mercedes, Dominguez went from
customers lining up to give him their orders
to having them sit at tables and do the same.
Dominguez misses the interaction with his
customers, as do they. The top priority, he
said, is putting the health and well-being first
for all who step into the Smoking Oak, with
many protective measures still in place.
The next step Dominguez wants to take is
extending operating hours for evening dining
out on the patio, which has added a whole
new element to his business model.
“We want to capture more business,” he
said. “It also gives our customers more options, and hopefully, we can regain some of
what we lost last year.”

Mario Dominguez Jr. prepares a plate
of barbecue at The Smoking Oak in
Mercedes. (VBR)

Lonches and other food items are fresh from Nana’s
kitchen in Weslaco. VBR)
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Whiskey Tavern Finds Its Place
By Ricardo D. Cavazos, Content Editor

Whiskey is an acquired taste.
That’s how Martin Cavazos puts it and he
should know. He is one of the owners of the
1929 Whiskey Tavern in Brownsville. It is,
Cavazos said, only one of two such establishments south of San Antonio that’s exclusive to
whiskeys and its many varieties.
The tavern is located across the street from
Market Square, the historic center of Brownsville. The building whose bell tower is the
official logo of the city can be seen in the
reflection of the tavern’s windows. Its name is
derived from the year when the space where

the tavern sits was added to the next-door Juan
Fernandez building. The 1880s-era building
still stands, as does its long-ago addition,
which has new life as a Whiskey Tavern.
It all adds to the rebirth of historic buildings
rippling across downtown Brownsville. The
public health issues of 2020 were a setback
for some of these efforts, including the tavern,
but they persevered. It opened last year after
months of construction and renovation work to
bring the 1929 building back to life.
“What happened last year pushed everyone
back,” Cavazos said of 2020’s public health

Stacey Cavazos owns the Whiskey Tavern along with
her brother Martin. (VBR)
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issues. “It took a lot of work and money to fix
it, (building), up, so it was like open or that
was it.”
The decision to open in 2020 despite the
challenges was a wise one. The stylish tavern
has kept many of the building’s historic
elements intact. Combine that with its unique
collection of alcoholic selections, live music
and pool tables. It appears the tavern is finding
its place in downtown Brownsville’s emerging
entertainment and restaurant district.
“From there to now, it has been very rewarding to see it grow,” said Stacey Cavazos,

Martin Cavazos along with his co-owners operates
one of the few whiskey taverns in South Texas. (VBR)

Martin’s sister and fellow business owner.
“Now we have customers returning.
Patience & Whiskey
Whiskey’s history is rich and assorted
and goes back to at least the 17th century in
Ireland.
The Irish and Scottish are perhaps the bestknown practitioners in the development of
whiskeys. Its imagery in the United States is
of old westerners and cowboys leaning over
saloon bars to take shots. Martin Cavazos
smiled at the mention of the history behind the
beverages offered at his tavern.
He goes on to describe what whiskey is. At
its most basic element, it’s a type of distilled
alcoholic beverage made from fermented grain
mash, typically aged in wooden casks. There
are many different varieties, with a good snapshot of them lined up behind the tavern’s bar.
A yellow label on one bottle says, “Ranger
Creek Ramfire,” a single malt whiskey “Aged
under the Texas sun.” There are whiskeys from
Scotland and Ireland. Varieties from Mexico
and Japan go with the home state selections.
Becoming a whiskey connoisseur takes time,

ALAMO EDC REVOLVING
LOAN FUND PROGRAM
The Revolving Loan Program is just one of the incentives the
Alamo Economic Development Corporation has established as
part of our efforts to encourage business growth and job
creation in the city. This program is designed to assist small
businesses and start-ups by providing a low-cost alternative
financing option.

TO QUALIFY:

LOAN USES:

Business must be located in
Alamo.

Working Capital.

Applicant must contribute
25% of the total project cost.
51% of the businesses must
be owned by US Citizens or
Resident Aliens.
Loans need dollar-to dollar
collateralization.

Alamo EDC (956)787-6622

Start-up cost.
Construction.
Repair and Renovations.

The tavern’s owner believes it takes
time to appreciate and know the
wide variety of whiskeys. (VBR)

LOAN TERMS
Loan terms and
conditions vary
depending on the
project, financial need,
and type of asset used as
collateral. The interest
rate varies between 410%. The typical loan is
between 5-6%. The
minimum loan amount
is $10,000. The maximum
loan amount is $150,000.
The maximum term is 10
years.

The 1929 Whiskey Tavern features
home state Texas varieties. (VBR)

Purchase of equipment.
Business Expansion.

www.alamoedc.org
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Cavazos said, given its alluring complexities
and choices.
“There’s something for everyone,” he said.
“You have to keep up with it to appreciate it,
and you have to be patient to find out what you
like.”
Downtown Possibilities & Worries
The Cavazos siblings are Port Isabel natives,
who own the 12th Street Brownsville tavern
with Jose Trevino.
They were drawn to downtown Brownsville
given its history and uniqueness. Their tavern
is one of many downtown business startups
that have received construction and renovation
grants from the Brownsville Community Improvement Corporation. The latter has become
better known since SpaceX founder Elon
Musk donated over $1 million to fund even
more downtown startups.

Cavazos is excited about the possibilities
while worrying that downtown development
that overheats will lead to rising lease and
rental costs that could price out small business
owners.
“For me, it’s a big concern,” Cavazos said.
“We’ve been here from the beginning of all
of this, as have many others. What’s going to
happen in a year or two?”
That’s unknown, but for now Cavazos
will enjoy how the tavern is gaining traction
and the camaraderie of downtown business
owners.
“It’s quality over quantity,” he said of doing
business downtown. “I love it here. Everybody
here supports each other.”
Right: The Whiskey Tavern is housed
in a renovated downtown Brownsville
building that dates back to 1929. (VBR)

Brownsville’s Market Square is in
the reflection of the windows at
Whiskey Tavern. (VBR)
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Scout Serves In Reaching For Top Rank

By Chris Ardis

Liam Arney decided to become a Cub
Scout after hearing about it at Garza Elementary School in McAllen.
Five years later, he crossed over from
Cub Scout to Boy Scout. Now a senior at
McAllen High School, Liam looks back on
the past 12 years and how they have prepared him for Scouting’s pinnacle, the rank
of Eagle Scout.
“I’ve been in Scouts since I was 6,” Liam
said. “I want to finish what I started.”
Achieving the rank of Eagle Scout
involves much more than putting in the
time. On the Eagle Scout Rank application, Scouts must name individuals who
can attest that they live the Scout Oath and
Scout Law.
Aspiring Eagle Scouts must earn their
way up the rank ladder. Starting out as a
Scout, and then up to a Tenderfoot, Second
Class, First Class, Star, Life and Eagle.
Each rank has a set of requirements. For
Eagle rank, Scouts must earn a total of 21
merit badges and have held a position of
leadership. The next step is to plan, fully
develop and implement a service project.
“Art is his thing,” said Deborah Arney,
Liam’s mom. “He was planning a painting
event, but COVID hit, and he couldn’t put
everyone together in a room.”
Liam turned to Oscar Garza, the assistant
Scoutmaster for Troop 76, Liam’s troop,
and the Winter Camp director at Camp
Perry in Rio Hondo. Garza is one of Liam’s
mentors and suggested Liam organize a
blood drive with Vitalant.
“We love when Scouts choose a blood
drive for their Eagle Scout project,” Garza
said.
Since the start of COVID, he explained,
blood drives have not been allowed in
schools, which is the number one source of
blood donations.
“COVID really did catch us off guard,”
said Kassie Lopez, a donor recruitment
representative at Vitalant. “People became
more hesitant to come in, but it has always
been safe to donate blood. We are vigilant
about sanitizing all surfaces and equipment.”
Two of Garza’s sons organized blood
drives. It gave him firsthand knowledge of
the impact such efforts have on a community.

Jose Silva, far right, counts his family as his greatest
blessing. That includes his wife, Angeles, and his
youngest brother, Marcos. (Courtesy)

Now a senior at McAllen High School,
Liam Arney will be hosting a blood drive
at the Holy Spirit Catholic Church Parish
Hall in McAllen. The blood drive is his
project to earn the coveted Boy Scout
rank of Eagle Scout. (Courtesy)
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“Liam’s idea to do this is timely, and
there is a real need,” he said. “This is a true
life-giving project.”
Serving A Need
The need for Liam’s project is especially
true in the Valley. Lopez pointed out that
there is always a great need in the region
for blood donations.
“And every pint of blood we collect
stays in the Valley,” she said.

Liam’s blood drive is set for Nov. 7, from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Holy Spirit Catholic Church Parish Hall on North 23rd and
Lark Avenue in McAllen.
“Holy Spirit is my church, my community,” said Liam, a former altar server at the
church.
“It was always the plan to do something
at our church,” Deborah said.
Liam still found a way to use his artistic
talent, creating Billy Blood Drop.

“My grandma, (Deborah’s mom, Claire
Dennison, who lives in Michigan), told me,
‘You need to make a little mascot. Because
you’re in Texas, you need to put boots on
him and give him a hat.’
“She also gave me the tag line, ‘Round
Up Your Friends,’’’ he said. “Then I created
the lasso.”
Vitalant has produced a QR code to put
on event fliers. Those planning to donate
blood can scan the code to schedule their

Liam Arney displays the orange race car he made
while in second grade at Garza Elementary School in
McAllen for the Cub Scouts’ annual Pinewood Derby.
(Courtesy)

Prospective Eagle Scout Liam Arney used his
artistic talent to create Billy Blood Drop, a mascot
for his Eagle Scout Project, a blood drive with
Vitalant. (Courtesy)
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donations. The more people who schedule
in advance, the better, as Vitalant can then
bring the correct number of staff members.
Walk-ins are also welcome.
“Be sure to bring an ID,” Lopez said,
“and masks are required.”
Reaching A Goal
Upon completion of the blood drive,
Liam must complete a project reflection.
Then he will go before the Eagle Board
of Review. He will participate in an interview about his Eagle Scout project, along
with Scouting experiences, adherence to
the Scout Oath and Scout Law, and plans
for the future.
Board approval means achieving the
long-sought-after goal, a feat only roughly eight percent of all Boy Scouts share.
As Liam reflects on his years in Scouts,
outings at Camp Perry rank the highest on
his list of memorable experiences. Through
Scouting, he learned to cook for other
Scouts, hike for over eight hours in one day
and live as a leader.
Liam also thinks about his mom, who
went on Scout camping trips and hikes with
him for several years (more often than not,
the only female). Deborah earned Scouting’s Wood Badge, an advanced leadership
program that trains adult leaders to deliver
the highest quality Scouting program.
There will be plenty of time for more
reflection, but right now, Liam’s focus is on
completing a successful blood drive.
“I would really appreciate it if all of you
come out for the event,” Liam said. “You
will not just be supporting me. You will
also be supporting the community.”
On Nov. 7, Liam will be one step closer
to earning the title Eagle Scout. Twelve
years in Scouting have prepared him to
soar high.

Above: In 2014, Liam Arney had risen to Cub Scout rank of Webelo, which stands
for “We’ll be loyal Scouts.” Liam, his sister, Moira, and his parents, Pat and Deborah Arney, have often made Scouting a family affair. (Courtesy)
Below Left: In 2013, Liam Arney’s Cub Scout Troop went Christmas caroling at
the Alfredo Gonzalez Texas State Veterans Home in McAllen. Liam’s only sibling,
Moira, a Brownie at the time, joined Liam and his Pack for the event. (Courtesy)
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